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Promoting Independence 
 

In order for everyone to gain maximum benefit from this resource it           

is essential that individuals Support Workers/Carers work with are                    

encouraged to do as much as they can for themselves. Independence 

promotes wellbeing, provides a sense of achievement and supports 

an active and fulfilling life. 

It is recognised that this subject is far reaching  and therefore we 

would like to reinforce that this is a high level overview of the subject 

to provide an introduction/refresher to the concept of promoting         

independence. 

There are references at the back of this section should you wish to 

explore the subject in more detail. 
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Introduction 
 

This resource has been produced to 

provide information in promoting            

independence of people with learning 

disabilities.  

This section provides a summary overview of some of the elements that  

should be considered whilst enabling individuals to live a healthy, happy 

and more independent life.  

Throughout this section the core elements that can support individuals to 

have a greater experience of their support and develop skills are covered. 

As adults, it is easy to forget how we developed some of the skills we 

have gained and may not even realise some of the skills that we have. 

Everyone has skills and attributes that enable a positive contribution to 

their own and others lives. It may be a beautiful smile or a specialist 

knowledge about a piece of machinery, a country or a creative skill. 

Always remember - Positive Risk taking is essential when supporting                

individuals to develop skills and independence, everyone needs a little bit  

of encouragement/support to try something that they maybe thought they 

couldn’t achieve.  
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Effective Communication 
 

Communication is critical to all we do. Effective communication    
is essential to support individuals and to enable them towards a 
more independent life. The diagram below covers some of the  
main factors that need to be considered in relation to why we             
communicate. 
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How do we   
communicate? 

When communicating with each other 

and the world around us, it is important to remember that verbal 

communication only contributes to a very small portion of overall 

communication and as Support/Care Worker it is often other 

means of communication that require increased focus and           

understanding 
 

◼ Verbal - Speaking, noises, verbalisations, laughing. 

◼ Facial expressions - smiling, frown, worried, laughter, the 

blink of an eye. 

◼ Gestures - pointing, waving, hi-five, thumbs-up. 

◼ Body language - open, closed, curled up in a ball, avoiding 

eye contact - a person may be saying one thing but you can 

tell by their body language that they are not happy. 

◼ Positive touch - a hug, a caring stroke on your arm, pat on 

the back. 

◼ Makaton - sign language that can support people with their 

speech/informal signing – unique to an individual. 

◼ Writing/Symbols  

◼ Objects of reference – objects that can help link an activity to 

an object which can help develop predictability for an                

individual i.e. car key = going out, 

swimming trunks = going swimming 

etc. 

◼ Technology - with communication                     

applications, eye gaze technology, 

voice synthesisers. 
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How do we communicate? (cont.) 
 

On the previous page the various forms of communication were  

highlighted. It is important to understand that people with learning           

disabilities often aren’t able to effectively communicate verbally.        

If people working with them don’t know the individual well enough           

or, for whatever reason, don’t pick up the ‘signs’ communication can 

break down and the individual may demonstrate a behaviour of           

concern. This could be anything which may be classed as               

inappropriate behaviour, e.g. 
 

◼ Throwing something 

◼ Screaming 

◼ Hitting or kicking out 

◼ Scratching themselves or some other form of self harming 
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What do we              
communicate? 
 

Our communication allows us to express          

our feelings and share information to those 

around us, we all have communication    

needs regardless of our abilities. 

Think about everyday communication with those around you.                

Examples could be: 

◼ Love and friendship with someone you live with. 

◼ A conversation about what was on the TV last night. 

◼ Sharing holiday pictures and reliving memories or planning the 

next one! 

◼ Anger and frustration about a situation. 

◼ Celebration of success. 

◼ Concerns you want to share about a health problem you have. 

◼ What you want for a meal, sharing what you like/dislike. 
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What do we communicate?  
 
Things to think about: 
 

◼ How do you communicate with the 

people you support? 

◼ Does this differ from other relationships that you have? 

◼ What would it be like if all our communication was functional 

or task related in terms of your support? 

◼ How would you feel about your life if all your interactions 

were social/emotional? 

◼ Everyone has the ability to communicate albiet the better we 

know someone, and there communication preferences, the 

more effective and successful communication will be. 

◼ If is essential to understand that communication is about          

listening and understanding, it is a two way process. 
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Person communicates, 
using appropriate               

method 
 

Key points of effective 
communication: 

Other person hears/sees 

Have they actually listened? 
Do they understand the  

communication? 

It may be necessary to repeat the cycle, using different language 
or methods of communication until you are happy that the           

individual has actually understood what is being communicated. 
 



What do we communicate? (cont.) 
 
It is important to manage professional boundaries, whilst maintaining 

a friendly approach. For communication to be successful you need to 

create an effective environment in which communication can be best          

supported. 

Individuals may have a ‘Communication passport’ where detailed             

information about how the person communicates can be found 

◼ Sufficient time - make sure you have enough time and don’t 

rush anyone. 

◼ The type of environment - think about where someone may 

be more relaxed - chatting over a coffee where there is             

background noise or somewhere quiet where you can really 

concentrate, listen – remember this 

is about  what works well for the          

individual. 

◼ Listen carefully to what the         

person is communicating, don’t           

interrupt or change the subject          

until the appropriate time. 

◼ Check that you have understood 

what the person meant, you might have to repeat something 

back or show a picture etc. 

◼ Remember - we can all experience a breakdown in                   

communication, following the information in this section will 

support effective communication. 

◼ Stop and think - How did it go? What worked well?          

What could be done differently? 
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Everyone can learn 
 

In order to support individuals to develop skills we have to start          

with the belief that everyone can learn. 

How people learn and the level they can successfully achieve                 

is different for everyone, as support/care workers it is important              

to know the individual you are working with so you can assess            

realistically what they should work towards in terms of                         

independence, this can be informed by their support plans,                

communication protocols as well as information from others who 

have input into their support/care.  

We have all learnt to do many things, it may be helpful to think about 

how you learned to: 

◼  make a drink 

◼  keep yourself clean and tidy 

◼  make a sandwich 

◼  swim, dance, ride a bike or other physical 

 activity 

How did you learn? Did... 

◼ someone show you ? 

◼ you watch how someone else did it? 

◼ you read or watch something 

What Happened? Did you... 

◼ get it right first time?   

◼ have to practise 

Think about the different ways that experiences 

can shape our understanding, if people are              

enjoying what they are doing and are interested the chances of 

success are much higher. 
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How was it for you? 
Think about your learning - what helped you to learn those skills? 

What was it about the experience that helped you to learn? 

Drawing  on the enablers own positive skills and people who 

have positively influenced them, together with the thoughts           

identified below will support positive enabling of individuals. 
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What can be barriers to learning? 
 

Think about the things that you have always wanted to do in life. 

What in the past could have prevented you from achieving these 

things? 

Your possible experience How to make a positive change 

Not enough money Support the person to save up 

Look for a cheaper solution 

No chance to try it  Find out what's on where 

No time to do it Ask someone to help with  making time 

Break the task down  

Haven't got the correct kit Save up 

Hire some 

I failed before so don’t want to try again Explain the benefits and how with your support it will           

be different this time, help to learn from previous        

experience and make this time a positive one. 
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If there are a lot of potential 

barriers, always consider 

changing the goal to make it 

more realistic and achievable. 

Celebrate every success no 

matter how small it may seem, 

breaking tasks down is a great 

way to help someone                

succeed. 



Enabling 
 

Skills and qualities of an enabler 

Think about what you have read in this section. How do you rate 

yourself as an enabler? What elements do you know you can do 

well? Which areas would you like to improve? 

To support this complete the initial self assessment (Appendix 1). 

 

Planning your support  

All individuals receiving care/support should have a support plan 

and relevant risk assessments, these should reflect the individuals 

current skills and abilities and areas which require support.  

Think about what the individual can already do for themselves in          

relation to the task/activity. Complete an enabling plan, ensuring it is 

realistic and achievable for the individual in and it either builds on 

the individuals existing skills or develops new skills (Appendix 2).  
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Structured enabling 

This is a way of working with individuals by breaking down tasks/

activities into smaller, achievable steps. 

The focus is on consistency of approach, e.g. the same setting, the 

same content and the same time of day.  

It is important when working with individuals, that the size of steps           

(task/activity breakdown) are right for that person: 

◼ Too small - the progress will be slow and the person may get 

bored. 

◼ Too large - the person may not make progress and become  

frustrated. 

Remember, this is about the individual and the task/activity, the 

number of steps and the time taken will vary from person to person, 

as will the goal that is set. 

 



Use of prompts 

The use of prompts as identified below can support the process 

of enabling an individual in becoming more independent in              

carrying out a specific task. 

It is important to remember that every step on the chart is an 

achievement and everyone’s ability to progress is different.  

A goal for someone may be to achieve the task by following a 

gestural prompt whilst someone else it may be no prompt at all. 

By updating and reviewing the enabling plan, progress can be 

monitored.   
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PP - 
Physical 
Prompt 

GP – 
Gestural 
\Prompt 

VP – 
Verbal 
Prompt 

NP – 
No 
Prompt 

 

Gently touching their arm to prompt them to pick 
up the glass (use with verbal prompt) 

 

Point to the glass or model the task 
by picking the glass up (use with 

verbal prompt) 

 

A verbal reminder that 
enables the person to 

pick up the glass 



Positive Risk taking 

In line with your own organisations procedures, a robust risk             

assessment should be undertaken with the person in advance of 

the activity. 

Remember we are working to broaden people’s horizons and           

develop increased opportunities for independence thereby             

enabling a positive and fulfilling life. 

Record keeping 

Effective records will enable you and the person being supported 

to celebrate success, monitor progress and identify any areas for 

development. The method of record keeping should be agreed 

with the person at the outset and tailored to their needs. 

Some example forms can be found in the Appendices, these 

should be used in conjunction with the individuals support plan    

in relation to the task 
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